Frank’s deepens dependability
Lafayette-based business expands its expertise through technology

The Daily Advertiser

Frank’s Casing Crew is implementing innovative welding procedures that improve longevity, including the use of microwave and computers to check the super-smooth welds yielding the greatest strength.

“Today’s the only time in the world where there’s a new technique in welding,” said Kirk McManus, quality assurance manager. “We don’t want cracks that will initiate fatigue failure.”

In recent years, Frank’s has expanded its services to include other complementary to its core business.

Frank’s has put together a team of experts to take the lead in developing, implementing, and operating new services.

Frank’s current business remains centered on the oil field, but the company is looking to expand into new areas.

The company that has the best people, they work.

Frank’s Casing Crew History at a glance:

- 1942 – Frank’s begins helical sunwell and contractor operations
- 1951 – Frank’s starts production of the first pipeline
- 1954 – Frank’s starts production of the first pipeline
- 1964 – Frank’s starts production of the first pipeline
- 1971 – Frank’s is now a leading contractor and manufacturer
- 1975 – Frank’s enters the international market
- 1980 – Frank’s enters the international market
- 1985 – Frank’s enters the international market
- 1990 – Frank’s enters the international market

Frank’s also operates in the offshore market, with its headquarters in Lafayette, Louisiana.